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Finakleen Turbo 
CYLINDER & GENERAL CLEANER  

 
Finakleen Turbo lifts and removes wet ink and paper coatings from the impression cylinder, 
reducing picking and other issues during longer runs. Finakleen Turbo even cuts through older 
caked-up ink and paper coating. Use it to clean up inks and coatings from the side of frames and 
as a general press room cleaner. 
 

• Cleans the dirtiest impression cylinders. 
• Cleans wet or damp aqueous caating and ink from side frames. 
• Pleasant citrus odour with good ink solvency for fast ink removal and cleaning. 
• Removes water-soluble material, paper debris, spray powder, gum etc. 
• Can be used on molten dampening sleeves. 

 
 
TYPICAL PROPERTIES     

Appearance:   Clear yellow liquid 
Solubility:    Completely soluble in water 
VOC:    323 g/l 
Boiling Point:   95oC 
pH concentrate:   4-6 
Odour:    Citrus 
Relative density:   1.01 at 20oC 
Flash Point:   50oC 
    
 

APPLICATION 
Finakleen Turbo can be diluted with water if required. 
 
Impression Cylinder: Pour a liberal amount of Finakleen Turbo onto a cloth, sponge or use a trigger sprayer. Rub 
entire cylinder with a side to side motion until clean. 

 
Molten Dampening Sleeves: Remove roller sleeve and spray or pour Finakleen Turbo onto it, adding more when 
needed. Use a soft scrub brush with a side to side motion across the length of the roller moving around the roller 
until it is completely scrubbed. Once satisfied the molten dampening sleeve roller is cleaned, rinse the roller off with 
clean water until all Finakleen Turbo and debris are removed. Place roller back into system. 

  
 
PACKAGING 

Finakleen Turbo is supplied in 0.5 litre bottles and boxes of six 1 litre bottles.  
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